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Abstract: The present account is concerned with the measurement of local reactant concentrations by
observing specific fluorescent probes in fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). The Theoretical
Analysis section revisits the photophysical, thermodynamic, and kinetic information that is contained in the
corresponding FCS correlation curves. In particular, we examine the conditions under which FCS is revealed
as a superior tool to measure concentrations of reactive species. Careful molecular engineering of the
specific fluorescent probes that simultaneously integrates photophysical, thermodynamic, and kinetic
constraints will be required to benefit most from FCS. We illustrate the FCS titration approach with a series
of fluorescent probes that we tailored to measure pH at around 4-6 by FCS after two-photon excitation.
We show that an optimal design allows one to access pH without any preliminary calibrations such as the
determination of the protonation constant or the photophysical properties of the fluorescent probe.

1. Introduction

There is a growing interest in the determination of the spatial
and temporal distribution of individual components in chemical
and biological systems. In principle, the concentrationH in a
componentH can be deduced from measuring the local and
instantaneous intensity of a signal that arises from its atoms or
its characteristic groups (fluorescence emission is used here for
illustration).1-3 One can also use its reactivity and perform
titrations withH-specific reagents; this may overcome limita-
tions intrinsic to theH structure. For instance, even whenH
is nonfluorescent such as in the present experimental system,
H titration can rely on fluorescence emission if reaction 1 of

H with a fluorescent reagentA yields a product,AH , that
exhibits a different brightness.

Using the latter strategy, a first approach to accessH consists
of converting, in concentration terms, the intensity of fluores-

cence emission that arises from the illuminated volume at a
given wavelength. Then, to extractH requires knowledge of (i)
the characteristics of the instrumental setup, (ii) the total
concentrationC in the fluorescent reagent, (iii) the properties
of absorption and emission ofAH and A, and (iv) the
equilibrium constant of reaction 1.

On the basis of the ratio of the emission intensities at two
different wavelengths, the more favorable ratiometric determi-
nation ofH no longer requires the knowledge of (i) and (ii) but
still requires that of (iii) and (iv).2,3 A similar approach relies
on a biexponential analysis of the decay of fluorescence
emission;H is then determined after evaluation of the amplitude
of the terms associated toAH andA, respectively.4

Data (i)-(iv) are generally derived from preliminary calibra-
tions that are not always relevant to all the situations such as,
for instance, those encountered in biology. Living cells are
optically heterogeneous: the shape of the illuminated volume
and the collection factor of the experimental setup are difficult
to evaluate from calibrations. The concentrationC often remains
unknown in vivo. Eventually, the photophysical features ofAH
andA, as well as the thermodynamic properties of reaction 1,
can be significantly altered in biological media. In fact, analyses
yielding H with more “robust” prerequisites would represent
attractive improvements.
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The analysis of density fluctuations in an open system at
equilibrium provides a rich body of information related to
concentrations. Thermodynamics is contained in the fluctuation
amplitude, whereas kinetics lies in the time-dependent decay
of the correlation of the fluctuations.5-7 Techniques making use
of fluctuation analysis are robust; they do not require any signal
calibration, but only the knowledge of the system extent.
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) is a technique
relying on the preceding principle.8-17 In relation to the titration
issue, solution-based18 FCS has been theoretically evaluated9,19-22

and experimentally used10,19-27 to measure rate constants in a
medium that contains a fluorescent probe exchanging between
two states of different brightness when it reacts with a species
of interest. Possible FCS applications to titrations were already
addressed for the proton19,23-27 and the calcium(II) ion.23

The FCS titration approach is especially significant. It is
noninvasive, and it can thus be performed in living cells28-30

by using tiny amounts of fluorescent indicators, either permeant
or synthesized in vivo (the green fluorescent protein GFP or its
mutants, for instance). In addition, FCS may yield local
concentrations at micrometer resolution that can be obtained
either intrinsically with two-photon excitation or by using a
pinhole when FCS relies on one-photon excitation.

As attractive as it is, the FCS titration approach is nevertheless
rather constraining (vide infra). In particular, it requires carefully
designed fluorescent probes that integrate specific photophysical,
thermodynamic, and kinetic requirements. If one excepts pH
and pOH jump molecules that exploit the properties of excited
states,31 the kinetic aspect is rather unusual in molecular
engineering of fluorescent probes. In contrast, it is crucial here.

In fact, FCS opportunities surely merit the work to address such
a new challenge.

In the present report, we evaluate FCS to access the local
concentration in a reactantH with a fluorescent reagent
{AH,A}. In section 2 and in the Supporting Information, we
revisit the theoretical treatment of the correlation functions of
fluorescence emission in such a situation. In addition to previous
analyses,9,19-22 we examine the following: (i) the observation
of the reactivity of the ground or of the excited state of
{AH,A } (this point is especially important because those
reactivities can considerably differ such as, for instance, in the
case of fluorescent pH probes32-34 that are used for experimental
illustration); (ii) the most favorable approximation to access
tractable expressions of the correlation functions; (iii) the
experimental constraints to accessH with FCS. FCS is shown
to be a superior tool to measure concentrations of reactive
species provided that appropriate fluorescent probes are avail-
able: selectivity is at the highest because both the thermody-
namics and the kinetics of reaction 1 are used to obtain the
reactant concentration.35 In addition, preliminary calibrations
can sometimes even be avoided. To evaluate the preceding
theoretical results, section 3 makes use of three fluorescent
probes that we recently designed to measure pH in the 3-7
range by ratiometric means.36,37 We first measure and analyze
their kinetics of proton exchange by FCS after two-photon
excitation. We then demonstrate that one can use them to
efficiently estimate pH around 4-6 by FCS after two-photon
excitation without preliminary calibration. Despite this favorable
result, we suggest that further improvements will still be
necessary to reliably extract pH in unknown media from FCS
measurements. Section 4 is devoted to the conclusion.

2. Theoretical Analysis

In FCS, one observes and analyzes the fluctuations of the
number of photonsn(rb, t) collected from fluorescent molecules
that are contained in a tiny illuminated volumeV (typically 1
fL) delimited by focusing a laser beam (see Supporting
Information Figure 1S for the presentation of the setup used in
the group). Thanks to the intrinsic sensitivity of fluorescence,
one can observe very dilute solutions (less than 1 nM) that cause

large fluctuationsδn(rb, t) around average valuesn(rb): at 1 nM

with V ) 1 fL, δn(rb, t) ≈ n(rb). A FCS setup generally
computes the autocorrelation function of fluorescence emission,
defined in eq 2, that gives the time average of the products of
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〈δn( rb, 0) δn( rb, τ)〉

n( rb) n( rb)
(2)
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the intensity fluctuations normalized by the product of the
average intensities.

G(τ) for a Reactive System with Three Reactants.To
extract the relevant thermodynamic and kinetic parameters from
FCS data, the experimental autocorrelation functionG(τ) has
to be fitted with theoretical expressions. When the reactive
system involves more than two reactants, assumptions are
required to obtain approximate analytical expressions of the
autocorrelation functionG(τ) (see Supporting Information).

We first use the steady-state approximation: the fastest
processes are relaxed at the time scale of the slowest ones. Then,
the typical nanosecond range for the lifetime of singlet excited
states as well as the hundred-nanoseconds time resolution of
the autocorrelator in a current FCS setup led us to conclude
that, although relying on the analyses of the fluctuations of the
fluorescence intensity from excited states, FCS reveals the
reactivity of virtual averaged species that involve both the
ground and the excited states (see Supporting Information). In
fact, the autocorrelation functions essentially contain rate and
thermodynamic constants associated with ground states in most
encountered experimental situations (see Supporting Informa-
tion). This conclusion is especially significant because the rate
constants of chemical reactions can sometimes be considerably
altered by the nature, ground or excited, of the state (rate
constants for proton exchange reactions can be changed by 10
orders of magnitude, for instance).32-34

We are now interested in gettingG(τ) for a system submitted
to reaction 1.k andk′ designate the rate constants of the forward
and backward processes, andK ) k/k′, the equilibrium constant
of reaction 1.H is the average concentration inH in the
illuminated volumeV, andC ) AH + A. In relation with titrating
H with a fluorescent reagent{AH,A} in the most general case,
we assume thatH is not fluorescent. In addition, we consider
that the diffusion coefficients ofAH andA are identical and
equal tod. This approximation is satisfactory as long asH is
small enough. For instance, the acidic and basic states of a pH
indicator exhibit similar shape and size. In addition, the small
difference in charge between both states is not expected to alter

the diffusion coefficient by different coupling with the cloud
of the counterions at any relevant ionic strength.1

Lamb et al. introduced a simple approximate analytical
expression ofG(τ) when C , H.20 In FCS, this condition
should be often fulfilled because sensitive detectors such as
avalanche photodiodes make measurements possible down to
the nanomolar range in{AH,A}: a large range ofH
concentrations is thus accessible (see Supporting Information).
Then,

with

and

where N ) CV, τD ) ωxy
2/(4dν), ω ) (ωz/ωxy), and Q )

QA H /QA designate, respectively, the average number of
{AH,A} molecules contained in the illuminated volumeV, the
diffusion time of{AH,A} through the beam waist described
as 3D-Gaussian withωxy diameter andωz height (ν is equal to
1 for one-photon excitation and to 2 for two-photon excitation),
the aspect ratio of the 3D-Gaussian volumeV, and the ratio of
the effective brightness,QA H andQA, associated to the states
AH andA. G(τ) is the product of the diffusive term,GD(τ),
and of the term in square brackets associated with the chemical
relaxation. Figure 1a displays a typical prediction for theG(τ)
function from eq 3. In particular, Figure 1a makes explicit the
significance ofN and ¥ and of τD and τø to, respectively,
determine the amplitude and the time dependence of theG(τ)
function.

Figure 1. (a) Principle of extraction of a reactant concentration from an autocorrelation curve recorded from a reactive mixture (dotted line). Fitting with
eq 3 providesN andτD from the termGD(τ) related to the diffusion (solid line), and¥ andτø from the term related to chemistry. After calibration of the
beam waist,N andτD yield the total concentrationC in fluorescent probe{AH,A} on one hand and either the{AH,A} diffusion coefficientd or the local
viscosity on the other hand. In contrast,¥ depends onH, K, and the relative brightnessQ ) (QAH /QA), whereasτø depends onH, K, and one of the rate
constantsk or k′. If K andQ are known,¥ yields H. If one rate constant,k or k′, is additionally known,H can be also extracted fromτø. (b) Theoretical
dependence of the autocorrelation functionG(τ) on adimensional timeτ/τD as calculated from eq 3 for different values ofkτD: 103, 102, 10, 1, 10-1, 10-2,
and 10-3. Parameter values for the calculation areN ) 1, ω ) 10, H ) K, andQ ) ∞.

G(τ) ) GD(τ) [1 + ¥ e-(τ/τx)] (3)

GD(τ) ) 1

N(1 + τ
τD)-1(1 + τ

ω2τD
)(-1/2)

(4)

¥ ) K

H(Q - 1

Q + K

H
)2

(5)
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Measuring Reactant Concentrations by FCS.In the fol-
lowing, we assume thatC , H to be able to use the simple
analytical expression (eq 3) to extract the concentrationH
sought from correlation functions of{AH,A} fluorescence
emission.

A. General Case. As shown in Figure 1a, fitting the
experimental data with eq 3 should provideN andτD from the
termGD(τ) related to the diffusion and¥ andτø from the term
related to chemistry.38

A fruitful interpretation ofN andτD requires a preliminary
calibration of the illuminated volumeV. This can be done by
using a reference fluorophore such as fluorescein at a known
concentration. Then,N andτD yield the total concentration in
{AH,A}, C ) N/V, on one hand and the diffusion coefficient
of {AH,A}, d ) ωxy

2/(4ντD), on the other hand.
In contrast,¥ depends onH, on K, and on the relative

brightnessQ, whereasτø depends onH, on K, and on one of
the rate constants,k or k′ (τø ≈ [k + k′H]-1 in the present
region of approximation). IfK andH are known, it is possible
to determine the rate constantsk andk′ from the measurement
of τø. Conversely, ifK and Q are known,¥ yields H. If one
rate constant,k or k′, is additionally known,H can also be
extracted independently fromτø.

As far as¥ analysis only is concerned, FCS satisfactorily
compares with ratiometric methods because both the thermo-
dynamic (K) and the photophysical (Q) information is required
to extract H from the experimental data. FCS alternatively
yields H from τø if the thermodynamic and rate constants of
reaction 1 are known. Under such a condition, FCS should be
at the most selective becauseH measurement relies on both
thermodynamic and kinetic data from reaction 1.35 This point
is a major advantage if one deals with a mixture of species that
can interact with the fluorescent indicator.

As a general conclusion, FCS provides more observables than
the classical methods evoked in the Introduction to measureH.
Nevertheless, preliminary calibrations are still required in the
most general case.

B. “Calibration-Free” Approach. In fact, FCS reveals its
definitive advantages only after proper design of the{AH,A}
fluorescent reagent. As an example related to the experimental
part of the present work, we first assume that eitherQAH or
QA is equal to zero (AH or A appears nonfluorescenton the
detecting channels). For instance, reaction 1 can be accompanied
by the quenching or the shift of the emission of the fluorescent
reagent. Second, we suppose that the reaction ofA with H is
limited by the diffusion (vide infra). Then, a good order of
magnitude of the rate constantk′ can be derived from the
respective diffusion coefficients ofA (d) (extracted from the
diffusive termG(τ) in eq 4) andH (D):

whereNA anda, respectively, designate the Avogadro number
and a captured length in the 1 nm range.39 If k′ is known, both
¥ and τø only depend onH and K. Consequently, the

simultaneous measurement of¥ and τø should now yield,
without any preliminary calibration, not only the desiredH
concentration but also the value of the thermodynamic constant
K.

Constraints on Measuring Concentrations by FCS.The
preceding paragraph suggests that FCS could be extremely
attractive to measure concentrations: this noninvasive technique
can yield local concentrations at the micrometer resolution
without calibration in the best cases. In fact, its impact will
strongly depend on the proper design of fluorescent reagents.
This section examines different types of constraints on accessing
reactant concentrations by FCS.

A. Amplitude of ¥. To be used for analysis, the amplitude
of the chemical term,¥, must be large enough (see eq 3). Figure
2a displays the dependence of¥ on log10(K/H) and on log10 Q.
In the following, we assume the solutions to be ideal and we
denote pH) -log10 H and pK ) -log10 K in relation to the
following experimental illustration.

FCS does not reveal the occurrence of reaction 1 when the
brightnesses ofAH andA are identical: ForQ ) 1, ¥ ) 0
over the whole range of pH-pK. ¥ is appreciably large only in
symmetrically related zones of the two quadrants in the (Q, pH-
pK) space (¥ ≈ 1 under our experimental conditions).40 In these
two zones, the large value of¥ is associated with occurrences
of transitions from the darkest state that is present in the largest
amount to the minor brightest state.

B. Statistical Accuracy. In practice, the intrinsic noise of
the experimental setup limits the statistical accuracy of FCS
experiments. In fact, FCS experiments provide reliable informa-
tion related to the fluorescent probe only whenN is larger than
the equivalent number of molecules,N′, associated to the
background fluorescence.41

If Ψ andΨmin, respectively, designate the photon fluxes from
the illuminated volumeV that originates from theN fluores-
cent probe molecules and that gives rise to a signal equal to
the intrinsic noise at the detecting unit, then

whereæ is the photon collection factor of the setup. Note that
N′ depends on the pH-dependent average brightness of the
fluorescent probe.

The preceding subsection emphasized that the measurement
of reactant concentrations by FCS can only be performed when
the brightest state is in a low amount. Unfortunately, the gain
in the fluctuation amplitude is counterbalanced by a correspond-
ing drop of statistical accuracy due to the low average brightness
under such conditions. For instance, whenQ . (K/H) . 1,
increasing the pH-pK by one unit also increasesN′ by a factor
of 10 because ((QA /1) + (K/H))(Q + (K/H)) ≈ (QAH /(K/H)).

(38) ω does not significantly affectG(τ) and cannot be reliably extracted from
the fit. See ref 14.

(39) Berry, R. S.; Rice, S. A.; Ross, J.Physical Chemistry, 2nd ed.; Oxford
University Press: Oxford, U.K., 2000.

(40) For a given relative brightness,Q, two differentH values give noticeably
the same¥ value; in principle, it should not be possible to extract pH-pK
from ¥ without ambiguity. In fact, the constraint on the intensity of
fluorescence emission should forbid the observation of the branch attached
to pH values significantly departing from pK (vide infra).

(41) Koppel, D. E.Phys. ReV. A 1974, 10, 1938-1945.

k′ ≈ 4πNA(d + D)a (6)

N′
N

)
Ψmin

Ψ
)

1 + K

H

æNQA(Q + K

H)
Ψmin (7)
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The conditionN g N′ is equivalent to

Figure 2b displays for different values ofR the domain in which
eq 8 is fulfilled in the (pH-pK, log10 Q) space (R ≈ 10 under
our experimental conditions). Significant experiments can be
essentially performed in the two quadrants,Q > 1 and pH<
pK andQ < 1 and pH> pK.

To enlarge the extent of the relevant domain, one could first
imagine increasingN. Unfortunately, this would reduce the
total amplitude of the FCS autocorrelation function that inversely
depends onN (see eqs 3 and 4). With the currently available
detecting systems,C ≈ 10-103 nM seems rather optimal. In
principle, one could also improve the collection factor and the
instrumental response to enlargeæ. Eventually, one can increase
the brightness of the fluorescent probe by engineering its
absorption and emission properties.

Comparison between Figure 2a and 2b is useful to analyze
the domains in which the measurement of reactant concentra-
tions can be performed by FCS. Figure 2c displays the typical
zone that can be investigated with our experimental setup by
using the following fluorescent pH probes. The best results
should be eventually obtained in the range pH≈ pK.

C. Kinetic Window. In fact, stringent kinetic constraints also
have to be taken into account. Figure 1b illustrates the theoretical
evolution of the autocorrelation functionG(τ) as a function of
the normalized timeτ/τD for different relaxation timesτø of
reaction 1; in relation to the preceding paragraphs, the cal-
culations were performed at pH) pK, whereτø ) 1/(2k) )
1/(2k′H).

As long asτø e τD (i.e.,kτD g 1), the autocorrelation function
exhibits two thresholds atτø andτD that are associated with the
regression of the fluctuations from chemical and diffusional
origins, respectively. The amplitudes of these two contributions
are, respectively, equal to¥/N and 1/N (see also Figure 1a). In
the corresponding region, both thermodynamic and kinetic
information on reaction 1 can be extracted from the auto-
correlation function. In contrast, whenτø . τD (i.e., kτD , 1),
the autocorrelation function exhibits only one threshold atτD

with an amplitude that is equal to (1+ ¥)/N. As anticipated
from the absence of a chemical reaction at the time scale of the
diffusion through the beam waist in the corresponding region,
this behavior corresponds to a nonreactive mixture ofAH and
A: only the thermodynamic constant of reaction 1 can be
extracted from the autocorrelation function.

In relation to measuring the concentrationH by FCS, the
region τø e τD is more favorable because both kinetic and
thermodynamic information can be exploited. To reach this
region, it is possible to play withτD or with τø. From an
instrumental point of view, it is possible to enlargeτD by playing
with ωxy. In relation to the engineering of the fluorescent probe,
it is difficult to tuneτD because the diffusion coefficient of the
fluorescent probe is only poorly dependent on its structure in
the limit of acceptable ranges of size. In fact,τD for “small”
molecules under typical conditions can be hardly larger than 1

ms with one-photon excitation FCS and 0.1 ms with two-photon
excitation FCS. In contrast, molecular design of the fluorescent
probe should favor the increase ofk′ to reduceτø as much as
possible at pH) pK.

Nevertheless, there is also a lower limit to the accessible
relaxation timeτø that is fixed by the temporal resolutionτcor

of the autocorrelator (τcor ) 0.1 µs in the present FCS setup).
At theτcor time scale, the fluorescent probe exchanging between
the acidic and the basic states behaves as a single species and

( 1
1 + Q)(Q + K

H

1 + K

H
) g

Ψmin

æN(QAH + QA)
≡ R-1 (8)

Figure 2. (a) Contour plot of the amplitude¥ of the chemical term in the
autocorrelation functionG(τ) on pH-pK and logQ. Solid line: ¥ ) 0.1.
Dashed line:¥ ) 1. Dotted line: ¥ ) 10. (b) ManifoldN ) N′ in the
(pH-pK, log Q) space for different values of theR parameter. Solid line:
R ) 3. Dashed line:R ) 5. Dotted line: R ) 10. (c) Combined diagram
picturing the zones where proton concentration can be measured by FCS
with the present pH fluorescent probes and with our experimental setup.
The gray zone displays the domain in which experiments were performed
in the present study.
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chemistry is no longer visible in FCS ifτø < τcor. In fact, the
autocorrelation function only contains the information related
to the diffusion of the fluorescent probe: it is impossible to
extract the concentrationH by FCS. This type of situation is
illustrated in Figure 1b forkτD ) 103.

As a conclusion, the preceding paragraphs emphasize that
the measurement of reactant concentrations by FCS is attractive
but rather constraining. Ideally, a good fluorescent reagent
{AH,A} would (i) have a thermodynamic constantK in theH
working range (control of¥ amplitude), (ii) be at the brightest
(control of the amplitude of fluorescence emission), (iii) exhibit
a major change of fluorescence intensity upon reaction 1 (control
of ¥ amplitude), (iv) yield a relaxation timeτø in the 1-100µs
range (constraint on the kinetic window), and (v) possibly react
with H under control of diffusion (to avoid any calibration).

3. Application to pH Measurement by FCS after
Two-Photon Excitation

The proton is probably the first reactant one could imagine
to titrate by FCS.19,23,24Beyond the intrinsic significance of the
proton, proton exchange reactions provide a wide range of
thermodynamic and kinetic behaviors allowing one to find
appropriate fluorescent indicators. In addition, the mechanisms
governing the proton exchange reactions are rather simple and
were already thoroughly examined.42,43

Presentation of the Fluorescent pH Indicators.We recently
reported on a series of fluorescent probes for dual emission
wavelength pH measurement that work in the biologically
relevant 4-7 pH range.36,37 These probes were additionally
designed to fulfill, as much as possible, the requirements
exposed in the preceding paragraph when two-photon excitation
is used for FCS. In fact, this excitation mode is especially
adapted to perform local investigations because of its intrinsic
limitation of the excitation volume.14,28

A. Design. The thermodynamic and kinetic issues of the
fluorescent probe were addressed as follows.

We ideally sought a fluorescent pH indicator that would
exhibit a chemical relaxation time such thatτcor e τø e τD with
τD < 100µs (vide supra). We engineeredτø ≈ 10 µs. We first
considered that the reaction of a base with a proton is most
often controlled by diffusion.42,43 As explained above, this
feature is especially favorable here. Respectively, denotingAH
andA as the acidic and the basic states of the fluorescent pH
indicator and denotingH as the proton, we soughtk′ ≈ 1010

M-1 s-1.42,43 In addition, we decided to work at pH) pK )
pKa (vide supra) whereKa designates the protonation constant
of the fluorescent pH indicator. Taking into account thatτø )
1/(2k) ) 1/(2k′H) ≈ 10 µs at pH) pKa, we got pH) pKa ≈
5. Thus, we designed fluorescent pH indicators with a pKa

between 4 and 6 that would not exhibit any significant steric
hindrance around the basic site to maintain the diffusion-limited
rate constant for its protonation.

From a photophysical point of view, we additionally favored
pH indicators exchanging between two strongly fluorescent
states,AH and A, with shifted emission spectra. First, this
allowed us to tune the respective brightness of the exchanging
states by changing the excitation wavelength and by using
appropriate filters; this may find applications in dual-color
fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy.22,44In addition, this
feature provided a way to directly access pH from a ratiometric
analysis of the fluorescence emission from the acidic and basic
states of the pH indicator. In the present series of experi-
ments, this was favorable because it is impossible to reliably
measureH at neutral pH with the glass electrode of a pH meter
in the absence of supporting salt at the corresponding concentra-
tions.

Figure 3 displays the three tailored water-soluble fluores-
cent pH indicators that we eventually retained:4-PYMPO,
4-PYMPO-NH2, and4-PYMPOM .36,37

B. Photophysical Properties and Protonation Constants.
In relation to the present work, the main relevant photophysical
properties of the three retained pH indicators are displayed in
Figure 4 and summarized in Table 1. Their absorption and
emission features made them appropriate to perform FCS
experiments after two-photon excitation. The typical order of
magnitude of their maximal peak two-photon absorptivities in
the 700-900 nm range is 60( 10 GM (1 GM ) 10-50 cm4 s
(photon‚molecule)-1). They additionally exhibit a strong fluo-
rescence emission (quantum yield of fluorescenceΦF up to 0.8)
in the 400-600 nm range for both acidic and basic states of
the three pH indicators.

The ground-state pKa of the present pH indicators is located
in the 4-6 range (Table 1). In relation to the preceding
paragraph, they should be appropriate to perform kinetic
experiments and pH measurements relying on FCS after two-
photon excitation. As explained in the Theoretical Analysis
section and in the Supporting Information, here, it is important
to note that FCS reveals the reactivity of the ground state of
the present pH probes despite a large shift of their pKa upon
light excitation.37

C. Diffusion Coefficients.To evaluate the intrinsic diffusion
coefficients of the fluorescent pH indicators, one can analyze
the autocorrelation functions from their solutions at a pH largely
departing from their pKa. Under such conditions, the chem-
ical contribution in eq 3 reduces to one (i.e.,¥ ) 0). Figures
5a and 6a,b display typical experimental FCS autocorrelation
curves for solutions of4-PYMPO, 4-PYMPO-NH2, and
4-PYMPOM at a pH significantly lower than their pKa, where
the acidic state is essentially present. The fit according to eq 4
is satisfactory for all compounds. The extracted data,GD(0) and

(42) Eigen, M.Angew. Chem.1963, 75, 489-508.
(43) Eigen, M.; Kruse, W.; Maas, G.; de Mayer, L. InProgress in Reaction

Kinetics; Porter, G., Ed.; Pergamon Press: Oxford, London, Edinburgh,
New York, Paris, Frankfurt, 1964, Vol. 2; pp 287-318.

(44) Schwille, P.; Meyer-Almes, F.-J.; Rigler, R.Biophys. J.1997, 72, 1878-
1886.

Figure 3. Fluorescent pH indicators that were used in the present study:4-PYMPO, 4-PYMPO-NH2, and4-PYMPOM . The relevant protonation site in
the considered pH range is indicated with an asterisk.
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τD, can be analyzed after calibration of the illuminated volume
V and of the beam waist by recording the FCS autocorrelation
curve from a solution of a reference fluorophore such as
fluorescein at a known concentration. The extractedGD(0) value
reasonably conformed to the expectation based on the nominal
concentrations. In addition, the fits, respectively, provided 370
( 30, 470 ( 30, and 440( 30 µm2 s-1 for the diffusion
coefficients of the acidic states of4-PYMPO, 4-PYMPO-NH2,
and4-PYMPOM at 293 K. Such values satisfactorily compare
with the diffusion coefficient of fluorescein that is a slightly
larger molecule than the present probes; under similar condi-
tions, the diffusion coefficient of fluorescein is 300( 30 µm2

s-1.14

In the case of4-PYMPO, we also measured the diffusion
coefficient at a pH much above its pKa: at pH) 12, we found
a value of 400( 30 µm2 s-1 at 293 K. The similarity between
the values obtained for the acidic and basic states is in agreement
with the similarity of the size and the shape of both states. This
observation pushed us to adopt, for all the investigated pH
indicators, the value of the diffusion coefficient that was
measured in the acidic state where the brightness was at the
largest under our experimental conditions.

D. Rate Constants for Proton Exchange. D.1. Design of
the Experiments.The Theoretical Analysis section suggested
that working at pH) pKa is the most favorable to reveal the
kinetic behavior of a fluorescent pH probe by FCS. Nevertheless,

Figure 4. Photophysical properties of the present fluorescent pH indicators that are relevant for FCS after two-photon excitation. Two-photon excitation
spectraδ(λ(2)) and normalized steady-state fluorescence emissionIF(λ(1)) after one-photon excitation (acidic state) dotted line and empty disks; basic state
) solid line and filled disks). (a)4-PYMPO; (b) 4-PYMPO-NH2; (c) 4-PYMPOM . Solvent: Britton-Robinson buffer45 (acetic acid, boric acid, phosphoric
acid) at 0.1 M. T) 293 K. The characteristics of dichroic mirror (thick line) and filters (gray zone) used for spectral separation of the emission light are
also indicated, as well as the excitation wavelength (arrow); such conditions were used to adoptQ ) ∞ for fitting. Adapted from ref 37.
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the analysis of the kinetic information from the FCS auto-
correlation function requires a careful examination here. In fact,
the exchange between the acidicAH and basicA states of a
fluorescent pH indicator involves more than one chemical
reaction, 1, and three components. The relevant minimal
mechanism already implies three chemical reactions and five
components (Figure 7a).42,43,46In the presence of a second acid-
base nonfluorescent couple{YH,Y} such as a buffer,19,23,25-27

the minimal mechanism of proton exchange even contains six
chemical reactions and seven components (Figure 7b).42 In such
a complicated dynamical system, a numerical approach could
be required to extract rate constants from the experimental
autocorrelation function. In fact, much simplification results
from (i) considering that only the chemical reactions that involve
brightness alterations can be visualized with FCS (in relation
to Figure 7b, the relevant reactive channels with exchange
betweenAH and A are 13, 23, and 33′) and (ii) applying a
simplifying assumption that was already fruitfully used above:
at low concentration in a fluorescent pH indicator, the concen-
tration of most chemical species is independent of the occur-
rences of the conversions between theA andAH states and
diffusion and chemistry are no longer correlated (see Supporting
Information).

To address which relevant reactive channel had to be taken
into consideration for the FCS analysis, we first noticed that,
in a closed system submitted to the reactions displayed in Figure
7b, the four conservation laws (conservation of{AH,A} is
Atot ) AH + A, conservation of{YH,Y} is Ytot ) YH + Y,
conservation of oxygen isOtot ) H2O + OH, and the
electroneutrality) imply only three independent processes.47 In
FCS, the chemical relaxation only manifests itself by three
noninfinite relaxation times and it is essentially governed by
the three fastest exchange processes displayed in Figure 7b. In
relation to our experiments that involved fluorescent pH
indicators with pKa(AH /A) ≈ 5, we considered two different
situations.

In the first situation, a diluted strong acid with pKa(YH /Y)
< 0 fixes the pH in the 4-6 ([pKa(AH /A) - 1; pKa(AH /A)
+ 1]) range. First, the rate constants for proton transfer between
two acid-base couples are generally limited by diffusion when
transfer occurs from the strongest acid to the strongest base.42

Then, one can derive orders of magnitude for theτij associated
to each reaction (see Supporting Information Table 1S; case
1). The three smallest relaxation times areτ13′, τ12, andτ13 with
τ13′ , τ12 < τ13. Second,H is essentially equal toH beyond
the τ13′ time scale. Indeed, channels 12 and 13 do not involve
considerable amounts of protons at the 10-4-10-6 M relevant(45) Frugoni, C.Gazz. Chim. Ital.1957, 87, 403-407.

(46) Here, one here assumes that the solution is dilute enough to neglect the
reaction

AH + A h A + AH
(47) Lemarchand, H.; Guyot, F.; Jousset, L.; Jullien, L.Thermodynamique de

la Chimie; Hermann: Paris, 1999.

Table 1. Photophysical Properties, Protonation Constants (pKa ( 0.1), Diffusion Coefficients (d ( 30 µm2 s-1), and Rate Constants for
Proton Exchange (k13 ( 10% s-1 and k31 ( 10% M-1 s-1) of 4-PYMPO, 4-PYMPO-NH2, and 4-PYMPOMa

4-PYMPOb 4-PYMPO−NH2
b 4-PYMPOMb 4-PYMPOMc

λmax
(1) (εmax)d 390 (21)/332 (21)e 355 (23)/326 (19)e 380 (19)/330 (17)e 382 (11)/330 (14)

λem
(1) [ΦF]f 569 [0.3]/472 [0.5]e 530 [0.7]/465 [0.8]e 550 [0.5]/465 [0.8]e 549 [0.4]/444 [0.8]

λmax
(2) (δ2,max)g 800 (65)/710 (5)e 710 (60)/710 (15)e 800 (60)/710 (10)e

pKa ( 0.1 4.3e 5.7e 5.7e 5.3
d 370 470 440 690
10-4k13 80 3 3 16
10-10k31 1.2 1.3 1.5 3.2

a T ) 293 K. b Solvent/water.c Solvent: acetonitrile/water 60:40 (v/v).d Maxima of single-photon absorptionλmax
(1) (nm). Molar absorption coefficients

for single-photon absorption atλmax
(1) , εmax ((10%; mM-1 cm-1). e From ref 37.f Maxima of steady-state fluorescence emissionλem

(1) (nm). Quantum yields of
fluorescenceΦF ((5%). g Maxima of two-photon excitation spectraλmax

(2) (nm) in the investigated 700-900 wavelength range. Two-photon excitation cross
sections atλmax

(2) , δ2,max ((20%; GM, 1 GM) 10-50 cm4 s (photon‚molecule)-1).

Figure 5. FCS autocorrelation curves recorded at 293 K from solutions of4-PYMPO (λexc
(2) ) 800 nm). (a) pH) 2.0. The fit according to eq 4 yieldsN/V

) 110 ( 10 nM andd ) 370 ( 30 µm2 s-1. (b) pH ) 4.6. Usingd ) 370 ( 30 µm2 s-1 and pKa ) 4.3, the fit with eq 3 yieldsN/V ) 75 ( 10 nM, pH
) 4.70 ( 0.05, andτ13 ) 0.9 ( 0.1 µs.
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concentrations inYH if C < 1 µM. Here, FCS reveals the
kinetics of reaction 13. The approximate expression of the
autocorrelation function becomes

in relation to the notations introduced in Figure 7b (τ13 ) [k13

+ k31(H + A)]-1 ≈ [k13 + k31H]-1).
In the second situation, a buffer with pKa(YH /Y) ≈ 5 at a

significant concentration (typically above 10 mM) is used to
fix the pH in the 4-6 range. The three smallest relaxation times
are nowτ13′, τ23′, andτ33′ (see Supporting Information Table
1S; case 2).τ33′ ) [k33′(A + YH) + k3′3(AH + Y)]-1 ≈ [k33′YH
+ k3′3Y]-1 is always the smallest among the three. Fluctuation
amplitudes in concentrations ofYH and Y can be neglected
under the present experimental conditions. One eventually
notices thatY . AH andYH . A. The approximate expression

of the autocorrelation function is now

One notices that the amplitudes¥ are identical in both
envisaged situations becauseK13/H ) Y/(K33′YH). In contrast,
the chemical relaxation time that is observed in FCS isτ13 in
the first case whereas it isτ33′ in the second.

D.2. Results.The preceding considerations were significant
to measure rate constants by FCS. In fact,τ33′ could be typically
lower than the time resolution of the autocorrelator at large
enough concentrations in buffer. Then, no kinetic information
could be extracted fromG(τ). Therefore, we generally conducted
the kinetic experiments in the absence of buffer. In particular,
all the solutions were degazed before FCS measurement to avoid
any possible interference with the acidic and basic species
arising from dissolution of carbon dioxide.

Figure 6. FCS autocorrelation curves recorded at 293 K from solutions of4-PYMPO-NH2 (a and c) or of4-PYMPOM (b and d) (λexc
(2) ) 800 nm). (a)

pH ) 2.0. The fit according to eq 4 yieldsN/V ) 80 ( 10 nM andd ) 470 ( 30 µm2 s-1. (b) pH ) 2.0. The fit according to eq 4 yieldsN/V ) 40 ( 10
nM and d ) 440 ( 30 µm2 s-1. (c) pH ) 6. Using d ) 470 ( 30 µm2 s-1 and pKa ) 5.7, the fit with eq 3 (solid line) yieldsN/V ) 70 ( 10 nM,
pH ) 6.0 ( 0.1, andτ13 ) 25 ( 1 µs. (d) pH) 6. Usingd ) 440 ( 30 µm2 s-1 and pKa ) 5.7, the fit with eq 3 (solid line) yieldsN/V ) 20 ( 5 nM,
pH ) 5.9 ( 0.1, andτ13 ) 20 ( 1 µs. In (c) and (d), the fit with eq 4 is displayed with the dotted line and with the cross markers in the analysis of the
residues.

G(τ) ) GD(τ)[1 + Y

K33′YH( Q - 1

Q + Y

K33′YH
)2

e-(τ/τ33')] (10)

G(τ) ) GD(τ)[1 +
K13

H ( Q - 1

Q +
K13

H
)2

e-(τ/τ13)] (9)
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We first prepared degazed unbuffered solutions of4-PYMPO,
4-PYMPO-NH2, and4-PYMPOM at a pH around their pKa.
Under such conditions, we extracted the pH from the fluores-
cence emission spectrum of each pH indicator by using a
ratiometric approach relying on emission.36,37 We also used
under argon pH indicator sticks (precision:(0.25 pH unit) or
the indications of a pH meter when the latter were reliable. All
indications were coherent with a precision that we estimate at
0.2 pH unit.

Figures 5b and 6c,d display typical experimental FCS
autocorrelation curves for degazed solutions of4-PYMPO,
4-PYMPO-NH2, and4-PYMPOM at a pH around their pKa

in the absence of buffer. In relation to any chemical contribution
to the correlation function, one is mainly concerned with the
G(0) value as well as with a possible new threshold manifesting
itself in the correlation function.

For 4-PYMPO, Figure 5b clearly evidences both features.
At a similar nominal concentration of the solutions,G(0) is much
larger at pH) 4.6 (Figure 5b) than at pH) 2 (Figure 5a).
Moreover, one notices two thresholds in the correlation function
that is displayed in Figure 5b. The threshold associated with
diffusion was already present in Figure 5a. In addition, there is
another threshold at shorter times. To clear the origin of this
second threshold, we first checked that it was not associated
with the formation of the triplet state by recording FCS
autocorrelation curves at different laser powers. They were
essentially identical except for alterations of the signal-to-noise
ratio. We also recorded the FCS autocorrelation curves from
solutions of4-PYMPO at the same pH but in the presence of
100 mM buffer. In contrast to the experiment performed in the
absence of buffer, the autocorrelation curve was essentially
similar to the one recorded at pH) 2. This result was anticipated
from eq 10 becauseτ33′ would be typically in the nanosecond
range under such conditions. Therefore, we concluded that the
second threshold displayed in Figure 5b was associated with
the contribution of the reactive channel 13 to the autocorrelation
function. Usingd ) 370 ( 30 µm2 s-1 and pKa ) 4.3,37 we
obtained the fit with eq 9 yieldingN/V ) 75 ( 10 nM, pH)

4.70 ( 0.05, andτ13 ) 0.9 ( 0.1 µs. The extracted values of
N/V and of pH are in line with the nominal concentration that
was used during the experiment and the independent pH
measurement. From pH andτ13, we then derivedk13 ) 8 ( 1
× 105 s-1 andk31 ) 1.2 ( 0.1 × 1010 M-1 s-1. k31 is close to
the diffusion limit and is in line with the values reported for
the comparable pyridine and imidazole.42,43

For 4-PYMPO-NH2 and 4-PYMPOM , the chemical sig-
nature is not as apparent as that for4-PYMPO in the
autocorrelation curve at pH≈ pKa. In particular, only one
threshold is visible in Figure 6c,d that were, respectively,
recorded at pH) 6.1 and 6.0. Nevertheless,G(0) clearly exceeds
the corresponding value at a pH much lower than its pKa for
comparable nominal concentrations, and the previous observa-
tion suggests that chemical exchange is involved in the shape
of the autocorrelation curves. Under such conditions, the
possibility of access to the rate constantsk13 andk31 depends
on the relative values ofτ13 and τD. As suggested by Figure
1b, the rate constants cannot be extracted anymore ifτ13 . τD.
We consequently attempted to fit the data shown in Figure 6c,d
either with eq 4 (diffusion only) or with eq 9 (diffusion and
chemical reaction). In fact, the fits with eq 4 reveal a systematic
error that is not apparent when eq 9 is used. In the case of
4-PYMPO-NH2, we thus usedd ) 470 ( 30 µm2 s-1 and
pKa ) 5.736,37 to extract from the fit with eq 9N/V ) 70 ( 10
nM, pH ) 6.0 ( 0.1,τ13 ) 25 ( 1 µs, k13 ) 3 ( 1 × 104 s-1,
and k31 ) 1.3 ( 0.2 × 1010 M-1 s-1. For 4-PYMPOM , we
correspondingly obtained withd ) 440( 30 µm2 s-1 and pKa

) 5.737 N/V ) 20 ( 5 nM, pH ) 5.9 ( 0.1,τ13 ) 20 ( 1 µs,
k13 ) 3 ( 1 × 104 s-1, andk31 ) 1.5 ( 0.2 × 1010 M-1 s-1.
N/V and pH agree with the expectation from the nominal
concentration and with the independent pH measurement.
Noticeably, thek31 values observed for4-PYMPO-NH2 and
4-PYMPOM are again close to the diffusion limit.42,43 These
results suggest that the presence of one ortho amino, or two
ortho methyl substituents, does not significantly affect the rate
of reaction of the nitrogen lone pair of the pyridine ring with
the proton.

pH Measurements by FCS. A. General Case.As indicated
in the Theoretical Analysis section, the issues of measuring rate
constants or reactant concentrations by FCS are closely related.
Thus, the autocorrelation curves displayed in Figures 5b and
6c,d can be used to illustrate how FCS should yield pH in a
general case.

Provided that one considers that the pKa and the brightness
of both acidic and basic states of the pH indicator are known in
the investigated medium, the analysis of the amplitude of the
autocorrelation function would provide pH after fitting with eq
3. Indeed, the pH extracted from the fits in Figures 5b and 6c,d
are in fair agreement with the pH value measured by other
methods. Independently, pH can also be extracted from the time
dependence of the autocorrelation function if one knows the
pKa andk31 for the fluorescent pH indicator. Ultimately, both
methods can be applied to evaluate the coherence of the results
if all the relevant information about the fluorescence pH
indicator is available and reliable.

B. Example of Calibration-Free pH Measurement. B.1.
Evaluation of the Constraints on the Fluorescent pH Indica-
tor. The “calibration-free approach” requires that (i) the
protonation of the fluorescent pH indicator is controlled by

Figure 7. Reactions involved in the mechanism of dissociation/recombina-
tion of an acid-base couple,AH /A, in aqueous solution in the absence
(a) or in the presence (b) of another acid-base couple,YH /Y.
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diffusion and (ii) it is possible to find experimental conditions
(excitation wavelength, optical filters, etc.) such that the
fluorescence emission from one state, acidic or basic, may be
neglected with regards to the other under the same conditions.

The preceding measurements in water showed that the
protonation of the pyridine basic site is indeed limited by
diffusion for4-PYMPO, 4-PYMPO-NH2, and4-PYMPOM .
In an unknown medium, questions still arise as to whether (i)
diffusion is still the limiting process for protonation and (ii)D
anda in eq 6 are medium-dependent (d can be directly evaluated
from the diffusion contribution in the autocorrelation function).
In relation to the former question, one has to be concerned with
the energy barrier associated with the solvent reorganization
occurring during protonation.48 Water is a strongly polar solvent
that is anticipated to promote among the largest corresponding
energy barriers. Even in water, the measuredk31 value does not
reveal the presence of such a barrier. Other conditions should
be typically less polar, and the barrier should not manifest either.
In relation to the latter, two main issues have to be addressed.
We first notice thata should not strongly depend on the ionic
strength39 because the present probes do not involve highly
charged species. In contrast, water develops a particular relation
to the proton. This feature may determine too large values of
D anda with regard to predictions that would only rely on the
proton diameter and on the solvent viscosity.1,39 In fact, we
estimate that thek31 value should not depart from 1× 1010 to
2 × 1010 M-1 s-1 by a factor exceeding a few units for most
situations encountered in common liquids. In view of the
logarithmic dependence of pH on proton concentration, the
corresponding incertitude onk31 should introduce at most an
error of a few tenths on the extracted pH.

We investigated the photophysical features and the signifi-
cance of solvatochromism on the absorption and emission
properties of4-PYMPO and4-PYMPO-NH2 in a preceding
report.37 4-PYMPOM is expected to exhibit a behavior similar
to that of4-PYMPO because the methyl substituents generally
only slightly alter photophysical properties. First, the absorption
and the fluorescence emission occur at larger wavelengths for
the acidic state than for the basic state (see Figure 4). In the
present series, we also showed the following: (i) The maximum
of single-photon absorption is not sensitive to solvent polarity
for the neutral basic states, whereas it slightly drops when
solvent polarity is increased for the charged acidic state. In
relation to two-photon absorption, we expect a similar trend
because two-photon absorption spectra generally satisfactorily
compare with the one-photon absorption spectra after dividing
the wavelength by a factor of 2 for unsymmetrical com-
pounds.49,50 (ii) The maximum of emission after single-photon
absorption increases with the solvent polarity for the basic state,
whereas it is not significantly sensitive to solvent polarity for
the acidic state. Thus, the photophysical features brought us to
conclude that one could easily find a large enough excitation
wavelength to considerably and selectively excite the acidic state
of the present fluorescent indicators (QAH . QA), whatever
the medium considered.

In principle, the three present fluorescent pH probes were
appropriate to evaluate the calibration-free approach. Upon
consideration of the similarity of their photophysical properties,
the final choice would essentially rely on the proton concentra-
tion H to be measured because one ideally looks for a
fluorescent pH indicator such thatH ) 10-pKa. We retained
4-PYMPOM for the following series of experiments.

B.2. Results.To evaluate the calibration-free approach that
was evoked above, we conceived model experiments. We
considered a solvent containing various amounts of a strong
acid (triflic acid/CF3SO3H), and we aimed at using FCS and
4-PYMPOM to determine the unknown concentrations in the
proton. In parallel, we measured the protonation constant of
4-PYMPOM and calibrated a pH meter used to monitor the
proton activity in the corresponding solvent. This allowed us
to evaluate the validity of the FCS results by directly measuring
pH either from a ratiometric approach relying on fluorescence
emission or from the pH meter indication after an appropriate
calibration.

We chose to work in a mixture of water and acetonitrile to
perform this series of experiments. In fact, this system remains
simple for model experiments, but the corresponding solvent
organization is rather controversial.51 In particular, one cannot
reasonably assume that the4-PYMPOM photophysical (quan-
tum yields of fluorescence, lifetimes, etc.) and acidobasic (pKa)
properties should be identical in water and in the acetonitrile/
water mixture. In such a context,4-PYMPOM should be a priori
useless as a fluorescent pH indicator with a classical approach
requiring the preliminary knowledge of the items (iii)-(iv)
evoked in the Introduction.

The acetonitrile/water ratio was optimized (i) by reducing
the water content to essentially suppress the protonation of the
basic state of4-PYMPOM that occurs during the lifetime of
its excited state37 and (ii) by maintaining an as large as possible
water content to facilitate the calibration of the pH meter using
a glass electrode conditioned in water. We retained 60:40 (v/v)
acetonitrile/water as a solvent.

Figure 8a displays a typical FCS autocorrelation curve that
was recorded from a solution of4-PYMPOM in 60:40 (v/v)
acetonitrile/water solution at an “unknown” proton concentra-
tion. In line with the calibration-free approach, the experimental
data were fitted with eq 9 by takingk31 ) 2.0 × 1010 M-1 s-1

as the only fixed parameter. We foundN/V ) 40 ( 10 nM, τD

) 30 µs, pKa ) 5.1, andH ) 10 ( 1 µM.52

The extracted value ofN/V was in line with the nominal
4-PYMPOM concentration.τD reasonably compared with the
diffusion time that was observed in the presence of an excess

(48) For an illustration of the role of solvent reorganization during a chemical
reaction, see, for instance: Laage, D.; Thompson, W. H.; Blanchard-Desce,
M.; Hynes, J. T.J. Phys. Chem. A2003, 107, 6032-6046.

(49) Cogne´-Laage, E.; Allemand, J.-F.; Ruel, O.; Baudin, J.-B.; Croquette, V.;
Blanchard-Desce, M.; Jullien, L.Chem.-Eur. J. 2004, 10, 1445-1455.

(50) Xu, C.; Webb, W. W.J. Opt. Soc. Am. B1996, 13, 481-491.

(51) Catala´n, J.; Dı́az, C.; Garcı´a-Blanco, F.Org. Biomol. Chem.2003, 1, 575-
580.

(52) We performed preliminary simulations to evaluate the reliability of the
parameter values that can be extracted from FCS autocorrelation curves
by using eq 9. We used eq 3 to generate FCS autocorrelation curvesGf(τ)
with N ) 1, ω ) 10, H ) K, andQ ) ∞ for different kτD values. Then,
we introduced some noise in the calculated autocorrelation functions to
simulate “experimental” autocorrelation functionsGe(τ) by adopting the
typical noise level that was observed during our present FCS measurements
(-0.1 < [Ge(τ) - Gf(τ)]/Gf(τ) < 0.1). We finally used eq 9 to fit the
simulated experimental data in the 10-3-103 range for (τ/τD) by usingkτD,
N, and (K/H) as floating parameters. The results are given in Supporting
Information Table 2S and Figure 4S. The values of the extracted parameters
never deviate from the expected ones by more than 40% as long as 100>
kτD > 0.1. They are at the most satisfactory forkτD ) 1-10 where the
threshold associated to the chemical reaction is at the most visible in the
FCS autocorrelation curve.
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of acid. In fact, we expectedτD ≈ 25 µs from the 690( 30
µm2 s-1 value of the4-PYMPOM diffusion coefficient that
was extracted from fitting the data shown in Figure 8b with eq
4. Using the value of the4-PYMPOM diffusion coefficient
obtained in water as a reference and considering that the
diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to medium viscos-
ity η, we should deduceη ) 0.9 Pa s for the viscosity of the
unknown medium (0.6 Pa s from the reference experiment
illustrated in Figure 8b). These values are in reasonable
agreement with available literature data that give 0.8 Pa s for
the viscosity of 60:40 (v/v) acetonitrile/water.53

The pKa was independently extracted from analyzing the
evolution of4-PYMPOM fluorescence emission in 60:40 (v/
v) acetonitrile/water as a function of the concentration in triflic
acid. As shown in Figure 9a, the addition of a proton promotes
the drop in emission from the4-PYMPOM basic state and the
increase of the red shifted band associated to the4-PYMPOM
acidic state. Thus, we found pKa ) 5.3 ( 0.1. This value
satisfactorily compares with the value that was directly extracted
from the FCS data.

To evaluate the unknown concentration in the proton inde-
pendently of the FCS measurement, we relied on two different
tools. We first used4-PYMPOM as a fluorescent pH indicator
to extract the proton concentration from the ratiometric analysis
in emission, displayed in Figure 9b. We also used the indication
pH′ of the glass electrode of a pH meter that was preliminarily
calibrated by recording the indication from standard solutions
that contained known concentrations,H, in the proton. We
obtainedH ) 6 µM under the conditions used to record the
FCS autocorrelation curve of Figure 8a. The comparison against
the FCS result is again favorable.

Eventually, we directly measured the rate constantk31 to
evaluate the value that was taken a priori. We analyzed the
dependence of 1/τ13 on (1 + (1/¥)) in a series of experiments
at different proton concentrations in 60:40 (v/v) acetonitrile/
water.

The results are displayed in Figure 9c. Indeed, we found that
τ13 is linearly dependent on 1+ (1/¥). In addition, we extracted

k31 ) 3.2 ( (0.2 × 1010) M-1 s-1 from the slope of the linear
fit displayed in Figure 9c. Such a larger value than the one found
in water is in line with the low viscosity of the 60:40 (v/v)
acetonitrile/water mixture. By correcting the value measured
in water by the relative viscosity of the present solvent to the
one of water (0.6), we expectedk31 ≈ 2.5 × 1010 M-1 s-1.

In relation to the calibration-free approach, the directly
measuredk31 value is close to the one that we used a priori. To
evaluate the significance of the error in using 2× 1010 M-1

s-1 instead of 3.2( (0.2× 1010) M-1 s-1 for thek31 value, we
again fitted with eq 6 the data displayed in Figure 8a. As
expected, we did not notice any considerable change with
regards to the extracted values ofH and pKa: 6 µM and 5.2,
respectively, were found.

C. Discussion.The preceding experiments confirm that FCS
provides a powerful approach to measure reactant concentra-
tions. In the case of the proton, we showed that a proper design
of the fluorescent pH indicator makes it possible to measure
pH between 4 and 6 with FCS after two-photon excitation. The
lower limit is actually set by the present time resolution of the
autocorrelator. In principle, pH indicators with pKa around 9
would similarly open the way to pH measurements between 8
and 10. Indeed, the rate constants for reaction between the acidic
states of fluorescent pH indicators and the hydroxide ion are
generally limited by diffusion42 so as to lead to results similar
to the present ones after symmetry around pH) 7. In contrast,
it seems difficult to cover the 6-8 pH range when FCS after
two-photon excitation is used. In fact, the low concentration in
the proton or in hydroxide yieldsτø > τD under such conditions.
From this point of view, FCS after one-photon excitation seems
more advantageous to continuously cover the 4-10 pH range19

because appropriate optical setup allowsτø < τD in the whole
range of pHs.

As far as the present FCS calibration-free titration approach
is concerned, we showed that it is indeed possible to extract
pH without preliminary calibration from a FCS autocorrelation
curve after a proper design of the fluorescent pH probe.
Although rather limited in most cases, the error on the reactant
concentration should mainly originate from the uncertainty on

(53) The data are provided by the Waters Company. HPLC Troubleshooting,
Neue, U. D., Waters Corporation, www.waters.com.

Figure 8. FCS autocorrelation curves recorded at 293 K from solutions of4-PYMPOM in 60:40 (v/v) acetonitrile/water solution (λexc
(2) ) 800 nm). (a) At

“unknown” proton concentration (λexc
(2) ) 800 nm) (H ) 6 µM). Using k31 ) 2 × 1010 M-1 s-1, the fit with eq 3 yieldsN/V ) 40 ( 10 nM, τD ) 30 µs, pKa

) 5.1 andH ≈ 10 ( 1 µM. (b) Large excess of proton (H ≈ 4 mM). The fit according to eq 4 yieldsN/V ) 20 ( 5 nM andd ) 690 ( 30 µm2 s-1.

1
τ13

) k13(1 + 1
¥) (11)
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the value of the rate constant of association of the reactant with
the fluorescent probe. A satisfactory order of magnitude of this
can be evaluated with eq 6 by using parameter values extracted
from the autocorrelation function (d andD from the diffusion
contribution that yields the local viscosity) and from the
structures of the probe and of the reactant (a and the geometrical
factors involved ind andD). Here, it is worth it to emphasize
that the classical approaches for titrations with fluorescent probes
rely on values of parameters (association constants and photo-

physical features) that cannot be easily predicted in an unknown
medium on the basis of the structures of the reactant and on
the probe only.

Making FCS a superior tool to measure reactant concentra-
tions requires us to rely on the kinetic information of the FCS
autocorrelation function. Beyond the photophysical and the
thermodynamic aspects that may already be demanding, a proper
molecular design of the kinetic properties of the fluorescent
probes is a crucial issue here. Ideally, the relaxation pathways
after fluctuations from equilibrium should be known and
controlled, even when dealing with unknown media. In fact, it
is the capability to reduce the interference of buffering species
that will probably determine the impact of FCS for measuring
reactant concentrations. If the information related to the buffer
is lacking (like in a biological cell for instance), the buffer will
“only” complicate the analysis of the kinetic content of the
autocorrelation curve in the best case. Yet, it can even forbid
any concentration measurement if it dominates the relaxation
with a chemical relaxation time lower than the temporal
resolution of the autocorrelator.

From the previous point of view, reliable pH measurement
under any situation will be design demanding. In the present
work, we envisaged the reduction of the rate constants involving
the 33′ exchange without strongly alteringk31 by playing with
the steric hindrance around the basic site ofA. We did succeed
in keepingk31 at the largest for the three investigated fluorescent
pH indicators. In contrast, we failed to decrease enoughk33′ to
measure pH by FCS in 100 mM buffered solutions with any
present pH probe (if one assumes that one of the reactions in
the 33′ channel is limited by diffusion,42 the crossing between
both regions governing the relaxation of the fluctuations,τ13 or
τ33′, occurs as low as 10-4 M for a buffer with pKa(YH /Y) ≈
5). With such nonoptimized pH probes, we had thus to totally
control the composition and the reactivity of the medium in a
purpose of validation of the present FCS approach to measure
proton concentration: We consequently adopted rather severe
experimental conditions (degazing of the solutions to avoid
interference with any buffer arising from dissolution of carbon
dioxide, absence of added buffer, etc.). To face the measurement
of proton concentration in an unknown media, one would ideally
design an improved fluorescent pH probe with a proton
exchange that would occur in the 10µs range via the 13 reactive
channel without any interference of the 33′ reactive channel.
At that point, it is interesting to notice that it was possible to
measure rate constants for proton exchange in the green
fluorescent protein (GFP) in heavily buffered media.19,25-27 This
observation suggests that coupling fluorescent pH indicators to
acid-base of appropriate pKa by a specific channel for the
proton could provide attractive opportunities.

4. Conclusion

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy clearly opens new
roads for using specific fluorescent probes in the analysis of
local reactant concentrations. Under many encountered situa-
tions, data treatment only involves simple analytical expressions
that are derived after appropriate approximations. Under the less
favorable circumstances, to extract an unknown reactant con-
centration from FCS data requires the same photophysical and
thermodynamic information as that in a ratiometric approach.
Nevertheless, the kinetic information contained in the FCS

Figure 9. (a) Dependence on pH′ of the emission spectra of4-PYMPOM
after one-photon excitation (from acidic to basic: pH′ ) 2.6, 3.0, 3.3, 3.5,
3.7, 3.8, 4.0, 4.2, 4.4, 4.8, 5.1, 6.1, 7.0, 8.0). (b) Evolution on pH′ of the
ratio of the fluorescence emissions at 444 and at 549 nm after one-photon
excitation. Experimental data markers: fit) line. λexc

(1) ) 355 nm and
[4-PYMPOM ] ) 5 µM. (c) Dependence of 1/τ13 on 1/¥. τ13 and¥ were
extracted from a series of FCS experiments at different proton concentra-
tions. Solvent: acetonitrile/water 60:40 (v/v), T) 293 K. See text and
Experimental Section.
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observable may provide a distinct advantage to evaluate the
coherence of the results and to improve the selectivity of the
analysis. In the best cases, it is even possible to evaluate reactant
concentrations in the absence of any preliminary calibration.

This report also emphasizes that the development of FCS as
a powerful analytical tool will strongly depend on the availability
of carefully tailored fluorescent indicators. Thermodynamic and
photophysical constraints have first to be taken into account.
Such criteria are rather classical to design specific fluorescent
probes. Nevertheless, here probe brightness deserves special
attention in relation to the submicromolar requirements of FCS,
in particular, when multiphoton excitation is used. More unusual
are the kinetic constraints to avoid interferences with buffering
species that can alter or even cancel the relevant information
contained in the FCS observable. In the present account, we
engineered a series of fluorescent probes to illustrate the exciting
opportunities provided by FCS after two-photon excitation to
measure pH in a given range. Yet, performing reliable pH
measurement in the absence of any information on buffering
species is still challenging and will require further refinement
in the molecular design of synthetic fluorescent probes.

5. Experimental Section

Chemicals. The syntheses of4-PYMPO, 4-PYMPO-NH2, and
4-PYMPOM have already been reported elsewhere.37 The analytical
grade chemicals purchased from Aldrich were used without further
purification. The 18 MΩ cm water was obtained from a Millipore setup.
Acetonitrile was of spectroscopic grade.

Preparation of the Solutions. Stock solutions (50µM) of the
fluorescent pH indicators were prepared in 10-2 M triflic acid. These
stock solutions were subsequently diluted to 100 nM in fluorescent
pH indicators, either in 10-2 M triflic acid or in 10-2 M sodium
hydroxide (measurement of diffusion coefficients at pH) 2 or pH )
12) or in water with pH adjustment with diluted solutions of triflic
acid or sodium hydroxide (measurements at pH≈ pKa).

For the experiments performed in the presence of buffer, we used a
Britton-Robinson buffer at 0.1 mol L-1 prepared according to ref 45.

Degazing was obtained by applying several freeze-thaw cycles to
the solutions under a 1 mmHg vacuum. After the last cycle, the solution
was settled under argon. It was eventually poured into the cell displayed
in Supporting Information Figure 2S that was sealed under argon.

pH and pKa Measurements.pH measurements were performed on
a Standard pH meter PHM210-Radiometer Analytical that was cali-
brated with buffers at pH 4 and 7. For the measurements in the neutral
solutions in the absence of any supporting salt (5e pH e 7), we relied
on indicator sticks (precision:(0.25 pH unit).

To evaluate the concentration in the proton in a 60:40 (v:v)
acetonitrile/water solution, we relied on the indication pH′ of the glass
electrode of a pH meter that was preliminarily calibrated by recording
the indication from standard solutions that contained known concentra-
tions, H, in the proton. Then, the experimental data were fitted
according to a linear law. We obtained-log H(M) ) 8.09× 10-2 +
1.075 pH′.

The evolutions of4-PYMPOM fluorescence in acetonitrile/water
as a function of the concentration in the proton was analyzed with the
SPECFIT/32TM Global Analysis System (Version 3.0 for 32-bit
Windows systems) to extract the pKa of the4-PYMPOM ground state.54

Spectroscopic Measurements.During the recording of the emission
spectra, the temperature was regulated at 0.1°C and was directly
measured within the cuvettes.

Corrected fluorescence spectra were obtained from a Photon
Technology International LPS 220 spectrofluorimeter (Photon Technol-
ogy International, Monmouth Junction, NJ). Solutions for fluorescence
measurements were adjusted to concentrations such that the absorption
was below 0.15 at the excitation wavelength. The overall fluorescence
quantum yieldsΦF were calculated from the relation in eq 12 where

the subscript ref stands for standard samples.A(λexc) is the absorbance
at the excitation wavelength,S is the integrated emission spectrum,
and n is the refractive index for the solvent. The uncertainty in the
experimental value ofΦF was estimated to be(10%. The standard
fluorophore for the quantum yield measurements was quinine sulfate
in 0.1 M H2SO4 with Φref ) 0.50.55

The two-photon excitation spectra were recorded with a home-built
setup49 using the reported excitation spectrum of fluorescein for
calibration.50

FCS Measurements.The two-photon excitation FCS setup displayed
in Supporting Information Figure 1S consists of a laser source, a home-
built microscope, and two avalanche photodiodes (APD).56 The laser
source is a mode-locked Ti/Sapphire laser (Mira 900, Coherent, Auburn,
CA) pumped by a solid-state laser at 532 nm (Verdi, Coherent). Pumped
at 5 W, the Ti/Sapphire laser generates 150 fs pulses at a 76 MHz
repetition rate with about 700 mW average power output at 800 nm.
The power is adjusted by means of neutral filters. The laser beam is
expanded 3 times at the entrance of the microscope to reach a diameter
of approximately 7 mm to fill up the back entrance of the employed
objective. After the beam expander, the light is passed through a
dichroic mirror and focused into the sample with a 60 times water-
immersion objective (NA) 1.2, UPlanApo, Olympus). The fluores-
cence is collected through the same objective, reflected by the dichroic
mirror, and filtered through short pass filters to absorb any possible
diffused excitation infrared light. The light is then separated by a cube
beam splitter with a 1:1 ratio and focused on the 200µm2 working
surfaces of two APDs (SPCM-AQR-14, Perkin-Elmer, Vaudreuil,
Canada). At the concentrations used throughout this paper, the typical
signal on each APD was about 20 kHz during the experiments devoted
to the measurement of the diffusion coefficients, whereas we typically
obtained 6 kHz during the experiments where the chemical reaction
was involved. The signal outputs of the APD modules (TTL pulses)
are acquired by a digital autocorrelator module (ALV-6000, ALV,
Langen, Germany) which computes online the cross-correlation function
of the fluorescence fluctuations. The data are then stored in the computer
and analyzed by a home-written routine which allows us to (i) select
and average chosen successive acquisitions, (ii) make a least-squares
fit for both single- and two-component cross-correlation functions with
diffusion in two or three dimensions, and (iii) calculate the associated
standard deviations.

The focused beam was assumed to adopt a 3D-Gaussian excitation
profile characterized byI ) I0 exp[-(2(x2 + y2)/ωxy

2) - (2z2/ωz
2)]. It

was calibrated before each measurement by using the diffusion of
fluorescein in water at pH) 10 as a standard.14 We typically obtained
ωxy ≈ 0.4 µm andωz/ωxy ≈ 10.

We investigated the dependence of the fluorescence emission as a
function of the excitation power for all the compounds studied, and
we chose the power to remain in the region of power-squared
dependence (as a rule, the power before the entrance of the beam

(54) Gampp, H.; Maeder, M.; Meyer, C. J.; Zuberbu¨hler, A. D. Talanta1985,
32, 95-101. Gampp, H.; Maeder, M.; Meyer, C. J.; Zuberbu¨hler, A. D.
Talanta 1985, 32, 257-264. Gampp, H.; Maeder, M.; Meyer, C. J.;
Zuberbühler, A. D. Talanta 1985, 32, 1133-1139. Gampp, H.; Maeder,
M.; Meyer, C. J.; Zuberbu¨hler, A. D. Talanta1986, 33, 943-951.

(55) Demas, J. N.; Crosby, G. A.J. Phys. Chem.1971, 75, 991-1024.
(56) Gosse, C.; Boutorine, A.; Aujard, I.; Chami, M.; Kononov, A.; Cogne´-

Laage, E.; Allemand, J.-F.; Li, J.; Jullien, L.J. Phys. Chem. B2004, 108,
6485-6497.
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expander was set to less than 60 mW). With those experimental
conditions, no contribution of the triplet state to the experimental FCS
curves was observed either.

A typical experiment consisted of a few hundreds of acquisitions of
2-5 s each, depending on the overall brightness, thus leading to a
typical 30 min-2 h acquisition time.
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